Warwick Burrows - BC Training
Subject:

FAILURE RATE

I write to you in explanation of the HVCBA Training and Assessment method of delivery.
It is within the HVCBA scheme that an individual who holds a current NSW drivers licence can elect to upgrade
their licence to a higher grade based on tenure.
When undertaking Training/Assessment the assessor via document No. HVGDE003 Conducting HVCBA
Assessments para 2. Applicant strategies for completing HVCBA Training and Assessment it
states:
the assessor is expected to take every opportunity to assess an Applicant
concurrently during driving instruction. . . . . .

EXAMPLE OF TRAINING PROGRESS:
•

Criteria 1: Pre Departure Checks . . . . This is where the student starts their training and
assessment concurrently delivered, this means that where the student FAILS the criteria (we call it
NYC) then retraining is necessary BUT this FAIL (we call it NYC)is not captured anywhere and the
same goes for all Criteria 1 to 15.

It is possible that the FAILURE rate is as high as 75 - 80% how would this figure suit Senator O'Sullivan??

During the training/assessment of Criteria 1-15 irregardless of whether 4.2(d) is complied with or not the
Trainer/Assessor is fully expected not to mark the student competent if for any reason the student is
considered NYC which would mean that on FCA assessment a FAIL/TERMINATE would be very probable, this is
the only time that a FAIL as a percentage of totals can or will be captured.
In 2008 when I completed my RTA Assessor Training Course (ID 010598) conducted at Granville by Mrs Judy
Pritchard and Mr. Grant Tonkin both who were at that stage qualified RMS Driving testers and Auditors with
many years of experience with in all departments.
During our 2 week course the emphasis was on the scheme as a Competency Based assessment. Until the
student was deemed competent at the selected criteria they are not considered in a position to progress to
undertake the FINAL COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT which includes the entire 15 Criteria continually for a
minimum period of 45 mins on road drive.
This competency based assessment scheme is designed to allow students to under go training prior to the
Drive assessment being undertaken so as to limit the failure rate (NYC) being reflected as a percentage of total
student attendances for licence upgrade.
The higher the fail rate (NYC) the more alarms bells should ring that insufficient Competency Based
Assessment training had been conducted.
When the assessor considers the student Competent in all criteria She/He books an FCA assessment for the
student.
At this time RMS may elect to supply an Auditor to the location at the selected time to conduct the FCA with or
without the assessor in the vehicle. This we were informed was an auditing tool of RMS on the HVCBA assessor
who had formed the view through Competency Based Assessment the Student was ready to hold a NSW
Heavy Vehicle Licence. We were always of the understanding that high NYC rates were not acceptable to RMS
under the HVCBA Scheme of licence upgrade.
RTA trainers Ms. Pritchard and Tonkin explained to the class; in the event that high rates of NYC at FCA level

were being achieved then the Assessors actions will come under review and be acted on by RTA, 'you may
receive a love letter from me'. . . . .
The HVCBA Scheme is a very good addition of choice to applicants and should be utilised with the full scope of
it's potential. It is my suggestion that the:
SECTION E: Additional Risk Management Items:
C11 - Reversing, C13 - Load Restraint and C14 - Couple / Uncouple (see attached) use the UOC style of training
for these under the auspicious ASQA and make them a Pre Requisite to the HVCBA Scheme of upgrade. This
would allow for a class room delivery method with Videos, explanations and written assessments followed by
practical drive demonstrations then finally the students practical exercises and demonstration.
I thank you in advance for this opportunity to give my submission on this public safety issue.
If you feel it worthy I am willing to revisit the Senate Inquiry and place these views on the Hansard record.
Could you please give me the dates of the next sitting so I can be in attendance.
Kind Regards
Warwick Burrows
CEO Wozzel pty ltd
t/as bctraining

